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With Genuine Vauxhall Accessories 
you can make the right choice for 
your car and for your lifestyle. 
Whether it’s more style, extra 
carrying capacity or just a bit more 
practicality, we’ve got it covered.

All prices shown include fitting/painting (where applicable) and VAT. Available at participating Retailers only.
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PROTECTION

*Mats for Zafira Tourer are only available in sets of four for front two rows of seats. **Not available on some models when fitted with exterior styling accessories.

No new car owner likes to see wear and tear impair their cherished vehicle 
ahead of time. That’s why it’s sensible to protect your investment by keeping it 
in the best condition possible. With Vauxhall protection products, it’s simple.

Don’t let your car’s load area take a beating.  
This semi-rigid moulded plastic liner provides 
maximum protection, yet is easily removed for cleaning.

£65

CARGO LINER
FLOOR MATS
Genuine Velour  
(four for all models,  
six for Zafira Classic* )

FROM £55

Genuine Rubber  
(four for all models,  
six for Zafira Classic*)

FROM £50

Value Velour Mats 
FROM £25

MUDFLAPS
Set of four fitted £100**

ALL MODELS

ALL MODELS
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VX Protect forms a hi-tech microfilm that bonds to your car’s paintwork, preventing the 
accumulation of dirt and repelling ultra-violet rays, pollution and acid rain. In a similar way,  
VX Protect shields the fabrics and carpet in your car by coating each fibre with a resin-based 
formula that shrugs off spillages or dirt, making them easy to remove. This invisible barrier 
reduces friction between fibres, prolonging the life of the material while retaining their  
natural texture and appearance.

VX Protect will leave you with a showroom finish and you’ll even receive a complimentary  
VX Protect aftercare kit to keep your vehicle looking its very best.

PROTECTION

LIFETIME WARRANTY
VX Protect has a lifetime warranty up to  
100,000 miles* to ensure your new Vauxhall’s 
paintwork and fabric remains looking perfect, 
even when under constant attack from everyday 
dirt and grime.

WHAT IS COVERED?
VX Protect guarantees that the paintwork  
of treated vehicles will not fade or suffer 
noticeable deterioration of the gloss finish.

The warranty also covers fabric seats and  
carpets suffering permanent stains from 
beverages or similar liquids. 

Pick up a VX Protect Leaflet  
at your local Retailer for  
more information. 

*For full Terms and Conditions please go to www.vauxhall.co.uk/vxprotect or call 0141 633 5933. Aftercare kits vary depending on level of kit purchased, ask your Retailer for more information.

ALL MODELS



ALL MODELS

SAFETY

SAFETY PACK
First aid kit, warning triangle and 
hi-visibility vest: an essential for 
travelling in Europe.

£20
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CHILD SEATS

FROM
 £130

ALL MODELS

Seasonal items also available.

Reassuring practicality is at the heart of our safety 
accessories. Giving you that extra feeling of confidence, 
they have been specifically designed by Vauxhall 
designers, purely for Vauxhall cars.

Two sensor  
rear number 
plate mounted £230 

Four fully flush  
front bumper     Painted  £350 
mounted sensors Unpainted £320                      

Four fully flush  
rear bumper     Painted  £330 
mounted sensors Unpainted £300

ALL MODELS*

ALL MODELS

ALL MODELS

Activated automatically as you select reverse,  
this clever system beeps faster the closer you  
get to an obstruction. 

PARKING SENSORS

BABY SAFE FROM £130
KID  £155 
DUO ISOFIX £345

PRIVACY SHADES
Provide shade for rear seat passengers and increase security.  
The tailored fit allows the rear windows to be opened with the shades  
remaining in place. Available as individual or full sets.

Rear side shades (set of two) FROM £45
Tailgate shades  FROM £55 

Full set  FROM £100

*Excludes Antara.



TOURING

*Must be used in conjunction with a base carrier. **Assumes Rear Electrical Centre is already present. ***For all 1.4i 16v models it is recommended a heat shield is installed. 

It doesn’t seem to make any difference how big your car is, 
sooner or later you always find you need more room for 
carrying things. That’s when an addition such as a tow bar 
or a roof carrier system becomes invaluable.

ROOF BOXES*

DETACHABLE TOW BAR WITH 12N ELECTRICS**

 FROM

£205 08

BASE CARRIER
All models (excluding 
Zafira Tourer)  £120

Zafira Tourer  £140

ALL MODELS

ALL MODELS

MERIVA A MERIVA B MOKKAASTRA J   
SPORTS  
TOURER

ASTRA J   ZAFIRA 
CLASSIC

£595

£550

INSIGNIA ZAFIRA 
TOURER

£695

CORSA

BIKE CARRIER***

FlexFix® Extension (Mokka) £105

FlexFix® Extension (Zafira Tourer) £195

FreeRide 532                                                        £70  

ProRide 591                                                          £100

ASTRA GTC   

ANTARA
£825

These easy to fit and aerodynamic  
Thule roof boxes provide additional 
weatherproof luggage capacity with 
secure locking.

Thule Ocean 80 hard roof box 
(1330x860x370mm) (340L capacity) £205
Thule Range 90 soft roof box 
(1100x800x400mm) (340L capacity) £250
Thule Range 500 soft roof box 
(1900x500x300mm) (300L capacity) £330
Thule Pacific 200 RH hard roof box 
(1750x820x450mm) (460L capacity) £340 

Thule Pacific 200 hard roof box 
(illustrated)  
(1750x820x450mm) (460L capacity) £345
Thule Pacific 700 RH hard roof box 
(2320x700x400mm) (460L capacity) £350
Thule Pacific 700 hard roof box 
(2320x700x400mm) (460L capacity) £360
Thule Atlantis 780 soft roof box 
(1960x780x440mm) (480L capacity) £550
Thule Spirit 820 hard roof box 
(2300x820x360mm) (480L capacity) £725
Thule Excellence hard roof box 
(2180x940x400mm) (520L capacity) £950

ALL MODELS
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ALLOYS Nothing sets your Vauxhall apart like a set of new alloys.  
To find out about the other alloys we offer, please see your local Retailer.

 FROM

£400

17" FIVE  
SPOKE

£650

MERIVA A

18" FIVE SPOKE   £950

17" TEN SPOKE   £750

17" SEVEN SPOKE   £650

15" EIGHT SPOKE   £400
ZAFIRA CLASSIC

ZAFIRA  
CLASSIC

15" SEVEN SPOKE   £400

15" EIGHT SPOKE   £400

ASTRA

ASTRA

ANTARA

ANTARA

15" EIGHT SPOKE

£450MERIVA B

17” FIVE DOUBLE-SPOKE

£650CORSA

17" FIVE STAR-SPOKE

£750CORSA

20” FIVE TWIN-SPOKE

£1,350ASTRA  J 
GTC

20" FIVE TWIN-SPOKE

£1,350INSIGNIA

INSIGNIA

19” FIVE SPOKE

£1,650ASTRA J 
GTC

18” FIVE SPOKE

£950

18” FIVE DOUBLE-SPOKE

£1,150ASTRA

18" FIVE DOUBLE-SPOKE

£800INSIGNIA

18" FIVE STAR-SPOKE

£850ZAFIRA 
CLASSIC

17" FIVE DOUBLE-SPOKE

£750CORSA

ANTARA
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STYLING

Front lower spoiler, side sills, 
rear lower skirt and rear spoiler.

*Fitted and painted price. **Excludes Insignia Sports Tourer.

VXR 

STYLING KITFROM

£1,500*

REAR SPOILER 
£350

ALL MODELS**

CORSA

MERIVA B

ASTRA H

INSIGNIA

ASTRA GTC ZAFIRA 
CLASSIC

ASTRA J HB

ZAFIRA 
TOURER

ASTRA J ST

£1,500

FROM £1,600

£1,675

£1,700

£1,750

MOKKA Not currently available



Front lower spoiler,  
side sills, rear lower skirt 
and rear spoiler.

ZAFIRA TOURER 
STYLING KIT

Front lower spoiler, side skirts, rear roof spoiler 
and rear bumper insert.

Front lower spoiler, side 
skirts, boot spoiler and 
rear bumper insert. 

£1,750*

CORSA 
STYLING KIT

14

Front lower spoiler, side skirts, rear bumper insert and 
wing spoiler.**

INSIGNIA (HATCH, SALOON & 
SPORTS TOURER) STYLING KIT £1,750*

IRMSCHER GRILLES 
 Available from £180

IRMSCHER REAR SPOILER
 Available from £550

IRMSCHER EXHAUST 
 Available from £400

IRMSCHER EXHAUST & REAR 
LOWER SKIRT PACKAGES 
 Available from £635

IRMSCHER FLOOR MATS
 Available from £66

£1,750*

£1,750*

ASTRA J (GTC, 5DR 
& SPORTS TOURER) 
STYLING KIT 

*Fitted and painted price. 
**Hatch & Saloon only. 
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MUSIC

•  Easily removable and 
transferable between vehicles, 
this iPad cradle provides  
a secure and convenient 
in-vehicle location.

•  Variable viewing angle via  
360˚ rotation of the iPad  
and 15˚ elevation range.

•  Applicable for iPad 2 and  
3 only.

•  Don’t get lost with our great 
range of Garmin Sat Navs. 

•  All sat navs include Accessory 
pack (AC Charger, USB Cable 
and carry case). 

•  Lifetime traffic and European 
map models available. 

•  Keep in touch safely whilst 
on the road with this range of 
Bluetooth kits.

•  Portable and integrated 
solutions available.

•  All with a 3 year warranty.

•  A whole world of technology 
at your fingertips including Sat 
Nav, Bluetooth, MP3 and DVD.

•  European navigation, USB and 
iPod control all featured 
across the range.

£90 FROM

 £89 FROM

 £139 FROM

 £399

ALL MODELS ALL MODELS ALL MODELS ALL MODELS

BLUETOOTH MULTIMEDIA

MUSIC

INFOTAINMENT 
iPad CRADLE*

INTEGRATED DAB

PICK UP YOUR INFOTAINMENT BROCHURE FROM YOUR NEAREST VAUXHALL RETAILER TODAY OR VISIT  WWW.VAUXHALL.CO.UK/INFOTAINMENT

NAVIGATION

•    Be switched on with Vauxhall 
and hear more with DAB.

•  Fully integrated DAB 
conversion kit for vehicles 
without DAB.

•  Utilises existing steering 
wheel controls and  
vehicle display.

£195

ALL MODELS

* iPad not included.



Now you are able to browse all of the Genuine Vauxhall Accessories range  
featured within this brochure on your phone with just the click of a button. 

All you need to do is follow a few easy steps. First install a free QR code  
reader App. When you open the newly downloaded application your phone  
will switch to camera mode.

Then focus your phone on the QR code and it will direct you straight to the  
Genuine Vauxhall Accessories web page. 

Give it a try and make MORE of your Vauxhall.

www.vauxhall.co.uk/accessories

INFORMATION

When you’re buying accessories for your Vauxhall, it’s great 
to know you’re getting products that have been selected 
specifically for how well they perform on your vehicle. 
It’s also reassuring to know that there’s comprehensive 
Vauxhall warranty on all of our infotainment products. 

REM
PEACE OF MIND

VA
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